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OBJECTIVE: To assess the difference in knowledge and attitude of graduates and undergraduates towards radiological
practice and hazards in dentistry.
METHODOLOGY: A cross-sectional questionnaire based study was conducted on the dental students and trainees of
a public sector teaching and tertiary care institute. Questionnaire consisted of three sections of multiple choice questions
including those of knowledge about dental radiography (05 questions), attitude towards dental radiography (05 questions)
and practices pertinent to dental radiography (06 questions). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 16.0
software. Pearson's Chi Square test was used for the comparison of responses between the two groups at a p=value <0.05.
RESULTS: Out of total 900 participants, data of 480 participants were included in the data analysis (postgraduates= 251;
undergraduates=229). Descriptive analysis shows that undergraduates had less knowledge and lack attitude and practices
towards dental radiography as compared to postgraduate students with significant difference between the two groups (p
<0.05).
CONCLUSION: This lack of knowledge, attitude and practices among undergraduate students (including house officers)
suggest that there is a need to improve the knowledge, attitudes and practices pertinent to basic dental radiography among
undergraduate students and house officers and bring it at par to that of postgraduate trainees.
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INTRODUCTION

X

-rays are radiations of electromagnetic nature that
produce ions on passing through matter that might
pose injurious to healthy tissues. Production of
free radicals or ions is alleged to have damaging effects to
the human DNA by alteration and mutations.1-3 Apart from
the negative effects the effectiveness of x-rays in dental
imaging for diagnostic and clinical applications is far too
valuable to be negated.1,4
Biological hazards associated with radiations are divided
into stochastic and non-stochastic effects. Non-stochastic
or deterministic effects are manifested only after a certain
specified value of radiation dosage through exposure is
breached while stochastic effects have no such threshold
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value thus may be regarded as more detrimental and difficult
to manage. High consideration is required by practitioners
while advising x-rays because radiations used in dentistry
come under the category of stochastic effects. 2,5,6
International Commission on Radiological Protection
introduced its recommendations along with the ALARA
principle 'As Low As Reasonably Achievable' in order to
minimize patient as well as practitioner's exposure to
unnecessary radiations. It also emphasizes on the protection
protocol consisting of the technique related precautions
such as of the ideal distance between the practitioner and
the radiation source, use of dosimeter, x-ray film holding
technique and the use of lead barriers.2,4,5,7
The KAP study conducted in January 2017 in Bihar,
India revealed a low to average result among undergraduates
and graduates regarding radiation biology and protection.1
The following study was conducted so that it may help us
in evaluating the level of knowledge regarding radiological
practices that undergraduate and graduates dental
practitioners in our set up possess.
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METHODOLOGY
A cross-sectional questionnaire based study was carried
out at Dow University of Health Sciences. All dental students
and trainees including undergraduates, house officers and
post graduate trainees enrolled in various programs of Dow
University of Health Sciences (N=900) were approached.
However, those who were absent on the day of data collection
and those who refused to participate in this study were
excluded. Any kind of missing information in the
questionnaire collected by the participant also deemed that
participant as excluded. The questionnaire was distributed
one time only by the first author. Only 750 questionnaires
in total could be distributed as per their presence and verbal
consent. Questionnaire to undergraduate students were
distributed in the lecture halls while house officers and
trainees were approached in their respective outpatient
departments during their clinical rotations. Immediately next
day the questionnaires were collected back from all of them.
Only 480 completely filled questionnaires were included in
the study which comprised of 229 from undergraduates and
251 from graduates as per the purpose of identifying
differences in the responses of the two groups.
The questionnaire used in this study was adapted from
a similar previous study conducted by Eman Arnout et al.4,5

It consisted of four sections the first section categorized the
samples demographically according to age, gender and
qualification. The next section comprised of questions based
on the knowledge of radiation hazards with multiple choice
answers. Third set of questions again with multiple choice
answers targeted to assess the attitude of dental students
towards the technique of dental radiography. The final section
of multiple choice questions was aimed at evaluating the
extent of protection protocols of radiology followed by the
participants.
The collected data was entered processed and analyzed
through SPSS (version 16.0). Statistical significance was
evaluated by the application of Pearson Chi-square test.
Mean and standard deviation was calculated on the basis of
age and gender of the participants and frequency percentage
was calculated for the overall categorical variables. A p value
of <0.05 was considered significant.
RESULT
The study participants included a total of 480 subjects
consisting of 229 undergraduates with age ranging between
18years to 25years and 251 graduates with age ranging from
24years to 40years; among the two groups 115 were males
and 365 females. Tables 1.1-1.3 signify the difference in

Table 1.1 Knowledge based questions given to participants and their responses
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Table 1.2 Attitude based questions given to participants and their responses

Table 1.3 Practice based questions given to participants and their responses

responses to questions on knowledge, attitude and practice
of dental radiography between the two groups along with
statistical values. A significant difference can be appreciated
between the values of results obtained among undergraduates
and graduates.
DISCUSSION
Radiation exposure may be associated with causing harm
to the living cells and DNA that might result in shortening
human life span this has led medical practitioners to the
development of unorthodox specialized and specific radiation
techniques like cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
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and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) etc.2,7 Dental
radiography is not usually associated with the same kind of
hazardous effects it still is essential to monitor and control
its stochastic effects. This may be achieved by possessing
enough knowledge of the radiation biology and adhering to
the protection protocols recommended by NCRP/ICRP.2,6
The result of the present study shows the recognition of
dental x-rays as being harmful with a positive response from
significant number of participants, undergraduates and
graduates alike. But on elaboration of x-rays being reflected
from walls graduates came up with far better response than
undergraduates indicating the difference in experience. This
comes out as a better response compared to the study
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published in January 2017 conducted in India in which a
very non-significant number of graduates responded
positively.2 This may pertain to the fact that the current study
included graduates with far greater years of experience not
just interns but postgraduate trainees and participants with
private practices as well. Almost half the sample size of
participants claimed to recognize the radiation hazard symbol,
far less in comparison to the result of study conducted in an
Indian institution.6 It is worth mentioning though that there
is significant difference in the sample size of both the studies
also a greater proportion of graduates in the current study.
NCRP/ICRP introduced the ALARA principle 'As Low As
Reasonably Achievable' in order to monitor the amount of
radiation exposure along with its own recommended radiation
protection guidelines but the overall response suggested
negligence in this field.4,5 There was lack of knowledge
about the ALARA principle and even lesser participants
from both groups were aware of the NCRP/ICRP
recommendations. Similar results were reported by a study
on dental students in India as well.1 Astonishingly quite nonsignificant number of participants possess the correct
knowledge of the position distance rule. This rule helps in
reducing the intensity and scattering effects of radiation.1,3
A study in Egypt reported better results but with far smaller
sample size which consisted of very small number of
undergraduate participants in comparison to the current
study.4
About the attitude of practitioners towards dental x-ray
techniques a mixed response was observed on being asked
about the advice of multiple radiographs for diagnostic
purpose. Again an average response was recorded regarding
endodontic radiography. Surprisingly small number of
participants agreed that conventional radiography requires
more exposure than digital radiography. An Indian study
reported quite a positive outcome but the participants had
only recently been posted in the department of radiology
while another institutional study also had comparatively
better positive feedback.1,6 A dosimeter is a self-monitoring
device used to measure the amount of radiation that a person
is exposed to over a course of time. It is extremely useful
for professionals involved in everyday radiography.1,5 The
study revealed that a very non- significant number of
undergraduates and graduates are aware of the use of
dosimeters in dental radiography. Difference in attitude can
be assessed with less than average response from
undergraduates and a significant positive response from
graduates in agreeing that dental radiography is not completely
contraindicated in pregnant patients but to be advised with
extreme caution and special precautions. A similar outcome
was revealed in a study conducted on Egyptian students.4
Direct contact of dental professionals and patients with the

radiation source during exposure should be minimized as
much as possible. Regarding the everyday dental radiography
practice a low to average outcome was revealed by the
participants about their x-film holding techniques. Of even
lower significance is the number of participants in both
groups admitting to the use of x-film holding devices during
exposure. Lead serves as one of the best radiation barriers
leading to its use in lead aprons to reduce the harmful effects
of exposure for professionals and patients alike.1,7 This study
reveals that a very non-significant proportion of participants
use lead aprons in their routine dental radiological practice.
In comparison to quite a better response reported by studies
conducted in India and Saudi Arabia we might take in
consideration the unavailability of protective equipment to
the participants of the current study.1,5 Quite a significant
positive response was recorded from both groups about not
advising x-rays to pregnant patients as a precautionary
measure.
More studies should be conducted at other study settings
not only on dental students but on practitioners as well to
evaluate dental radiography practices being conducted by
dentists in our region. Dental education curriculum should
be investigated for what value is given to the protection
protocols and techniques of dental radiography at
undergraduate and post graduate study levels.
S t r e n g t h s / We a k n e s s e s / L i m i t a t i o n s o f S t u d y :
This study has a large sample size which gives us considerable
amount of data for analysis and evaluation of awareness
about dental radiography among dental students. Also the
questionnaire used consists of precise and basic questions
related to dental radiography for both undergraduate and
graduate level students.
Our study was limited by the loss of a considerable
amount of data due to the exclusion criteria of the study.
The number of subjects in the comparative groups of
undergraduates and graduates was unequal. The responses
may vary depending on the learning level year or semester
of an undergraduate or post graduate dental student.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Dental radiography should be an important aspect of
undergraduate dental education. With due theoretical
knowledge being imparted clinical practice is all the more
important for the application of that knowledge and should
become routine practice in teaching institutes. Continuing
radiological education for graduates holds importance in
refreshing their previous knowledge along with being up to
date with new technology and changes in NCRP/ICRP
recommendations. Seminars and workshops are the best way
for graduates to share and increase their knowledge.
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CONCLUSION
The results of this study show lack of knowledge
regarding the biology, hazards and practice of dental
radiography among the two groups. Due consideration is
required to the basic knowledge and education of radiology
specially at undergraduate level while the lacking at the
graduate level can be dealt with repeated short courses and
workshops on the subject.
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